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HONEYWELL DC VIDEO SYSTEM POWER SUPPLIES DELIVER
MORE POWER, MORE SAVINGS

New DC Video Supplies Offer Increased Reliability and Unique, Labor-Saving Features

NORTHFORD, Conn., Mar 13, 2014 – Honeywell (NYSE: HON) Power today announced a new series of power supplies that deliver more DC power to CCTV cameras and other peripheral devices. The new line includes unique features to speed installation and service calls, as well as increase survivability of system operations when a facility’s AC power is lost.

The HP1205UL and HP1210UL power supplies deliver 12VDC at 5.5amps or 12VDC at 11amps through 4, 8 or 16 outputs (depending on model), making them the most powerful of Honeywell Power’s DC Video supplies. The new line’s exclusive electronic circuit protection detects short conditions and immediately removes power from the affected circuit to safeguard remaining outputs and ensure that there are no interruptions to the other cameras on the system. These power supplies can be manually adjusted to provide up to 14V of DC output power to help overcome voltage drops as a result of longer wire runs. For added survivability, the supplies contain battery back-up and charging (on select models) to ensure the video system (or other accessories) continue to operate in the event of an AC power outage.

Considering that video systems are trending larger in size with more cameras per system, Honeywell Power added unique features to its supplies to minimize installation and service time. To replace the common scenario of troubleshooting circuits and wiring, the new DC Video supplies’ individual outputs include LEDs that illuminate when power is present and extinguish when a short condition is detected. Removable terminal blocks, convenient knockouts and a three-conductor power cord also allow the supplies to be wired faster.

-- MORE --
More details on the Honeywell Power HP1205UL and HP1210UL series are available online at www.honeywellpower.com. Check out Honeywell Power’s Web App for a comprehensive library of information on power supplies for Video, Intrusion, Access Control and Fire Alarm systems. The Web app also offers a quick means for choosing the right supply for each, specific application.

EDITORS NOTE: High- and low-resolution images of Honeywell Power’s MIP communicators and other products are available in the online press room.

About Honeywell Power
Honeywell Power, part of the Honeywell (NYSE: HON) Life Safety Group, designs and manufactures power solutions for access control, fire, intrusion and video applications. Information on Honeywell Power’s complete portfolio of small plug-in transformers to large system power supplies is available online at www.honeywellpower.com.

About Honeywell
Honeywell (www.honeywell.com) is a Fortune 100 diversified technology and manufacturing leader, serving customers worldwide with aerospace products and services; control technologies for buildings, homes and industry; turbochargers; and performance materials. Based in Morris Township, N.J., Honeywell's shares are traded on the New York, London, and Chicago Stock Exchanges. For more news and information on Honeywell, please visit www.honeywellnow.com.

This release contains certain statements that may be deemed "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, that address activities, events or developments that we or our management intends, expects, projects, believes or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. Such statements are based upon certain assumptions and assessments made by our management in light of their experience and their perception of historical trends, current economic and industry conditions, expected future developments and other factors they believe to be appropriate. The forward-looking statements included in this release are also subject to a number of material risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to economic, competitive, governmental, and technological factors affecting our operations, markets, products, services and prices. Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and actual results, developments and business decisions may differ from those envisaged by such forward-looking statements. We identify the principal risks and uncertainties that affect our performance in our Form 10-K and other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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